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Presentation Notes
This case study is an analysis of the successful, 8-year campaign that MPHA led to pass An Act to Promote Proper School Nutrition into law. It was signed into law in July 2010.  This law requires that the Department of Public Health promulgate healthier nutritional standards for foods sold in vending machines, a la carte lines, school fundraisers and school stores (also called competitive foods as they are sold in competition to the school lunch program) and it also makes it easier for schools to purchase foods from local as opposed to out-of-state farmers. I will use some elements of M+R Strategies Power Prism to describe how we accomplished this policy goal.



Questions to Answer When Planning an Advocacy CampaignPlanning an 
Advocacy Campaign
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Before we started an advocacy campaign on the School Nutrition Bill, as we would at the beginning of any effective advocacy strategy, we started to plan it by answering the following questions. 



 To establish nutritional standards for competitive 
foods sold to children in MA schools

Competitive foods = 
foods sold in competition 
with school lunch, which 
generally are of low 
nutritional value. Includes 
vending machines, a la 
carte lunch items, bake 
sale goods, and school 
store offerings.

got lunch?
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In a broader sense, we wanted to reduce childhood obesity and chronic disease.For MPHA and our partner organizations, we determined that state policy change to improve nutritional standards for competitive foods to be a promising solution to that problem.



 26% of MA high school students are obese or 
overweight

 Students consume 2/3 of their calories at school
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In terms of why we wanted this policy outcome, it was because  26% of high school students in Massachusetts are overweight or obese and because students in MA consume about 2/3 of their calories at school.



 The Massachusetts Legislature
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For MPHA and our partner organizations, we found that a state legislative strategy would be the most effective because schools had varying nutritional standards for competitive foods. In Worcester, for example, the School Food Service Director had eliminated a la carte items and vending machines years before the bill was signed into law but in other schools these changes were not made. Also important is that by establishing new standards through policy change, these healthy changes would last after proactive school staff leave the institution. This law creates the same standards and accountability for every school in MA.



 Industry
 American Beverage Association
 Coca-Cola

 Unexpected Sources
 School Principals
 School Food Service Directors
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In planning a campaign it is important to think about who your opposition is and what barriers to your success might get in the way. Usually you will find new opponents and barriers as your campaign begins to build strength.We expected opposition from the food and beverage industry who claimed that revenues would be lower if soda were removed from vending machines, resulting in job loss. Coca Cola had bottling and distribution facilities in some key districts and was effective at preventing the bill from advancing for two legislative sessions.	During the campaign, we discovered we had opposition from unexpected sources, such as school principals, who claimed that discretionary funding from competitive food sales would disappear. Some others like school food service directors believed that school leadership should have autonomy to make their own decisions. (Though, many principals and food service directors were also strong allies.)



Who might join you/who are your allies?
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Some of our initial allies who helped design, plan and execute our campaign we AH/ASA, MMS and ADA. By the end of the campaign, we had thousands of supporters, including parents, health care providers, community based organizations and businesses.
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How did we achieve those goals?To describe how we achieved our goals, I will use some elements of the M+R strategies Power Prism model.



“The Health of our Children: 
Who’s Paying Attention?” 

A Survey, Report and Recommendations on the 
Nutritional and Fitness Status of Massachusetts 

Youth.

By the Massachusetts Public Health Association
Prepared by 

Laurie Stillman, MM
Elizabeth Truslow, MPH

Margo Woods, DSc
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The first element of the power prism is data and research.We had to generate data to make our case.In January 2002, MPHA produced a report “The Health of our Children:  Who's Paying Attention? A survey, report and recommendations on the nutritional and fitness status of Massachusetts youth.” Funded by the Blue Cross/Blue Shield foundation, MPHA was able to send out almost 1800 surveys to schools about the presence of food and beverage vending machines in elementary, middle and high schools in Massachusetts. 56% responded.MPHA found that 12% of elementary school, 50% of middle schools and 90% of high schools had vending machines that students can access and 75% of the foods found in those vending machines were found to be unhealthy, defined as having high fat/high sugar content.



 Partnered with organizations that shared vision for 
improving health

 Created legislative working group to achieve policy 
goals, led by MPHA. 
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After collecting our data, MPHA started meeting with organizations to discuss strategies to combat childhood obesity. We worked to win endorsements from multiple organizations with competing priorities, ultimately gaining endorsements from more than 120 influential organizations.
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This work could not have been done without funding and resources from our members, donors and the foundations listed here. As I mentioned earlier, Blue Cross/Blue Shield Foundation provided funds for MPHA to conduct research. Other foundations, such as The Boston Foundation, major donors and Harvard Pilgrim Health Care Foundation provided funds for our work which allowed MPHA to staff regions with community organizers who could build grassroots support for the School Nutrition Bill and after the bill became law, these funds helped us plan how to implement the law.
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•Cultivating grassroots support

•Advocating for policy change at the State House
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Through resources and funds provided by foundations and donors, MPHA was able to dedicate staff time to cultivating community support and advocating for policy change at the state house. Some tactics we used to cultivate this support were….
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….Through media advocacy. This photo shows Dr. Beverly Nazarian speaking at a press conference in September 2005 in support of the School Nutrition Bill, along with students from Sullivan Middle School, DPH Commissioner Dr. Leonard Morse, Dr. Jan Yost from the Health Foundation of Central MA, Brenda Jenkins from the YMCA of Central MA and a nurse practitioner from Worcester Public Schools.We used the public support this press conference generated to pass resolutions in the city council and school committee in support of the bill. These resolutions were sent to the Worcester area state representatives and state senators to demonstrate local support,
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In addition to building support in the media, advocates met with legislators to gain their endorsements. This photo shows key leaders from Worcester Parents for Better School Food meeting with Rep. Spellane.We persisted through several legislative cycles and eventually gained the endorsement of more than 75 legislators over course of campaign.One way we built support among legislators was by having community members send “Got Lunch?” postcards with a message of support for the School Nutrition Bill to legislators at the State House. 



Outcomes
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In July 2010, after an 8-year campaign, the School Nutrition Bill passed with near unanimous support and signed into law.One year later, after continued advocacy from MPHA, partner organizations and the newly created Act FRESH coalition staffed by MPHA, the Department of Public Health released nutritional standards for competitive foods, which are considered to be some of the strongest in the country. All Massachusetts schools must be in compliance with majority of the standards by August 2012



 Huge win, strong 
foundation for other 
work.
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This victory also created a strong foundation for the next phase of our work.We will continue advocacy through the implementation phase with the Act FRESH Coalition, which is a coalition of 15 organizations, working to improve access to healthy, affordable food and safe public spaces for physical activity. We will learn more about the Act FRESH campaign later in the training.



Questions?



Please contact:
Sara Kanevsky

Assistant Director of Regional Strategies
Massachusetts Public Health Association

skanevsky@mphaweb.org

mailto:skanevsky@mphaweb.org�


Please contact 

Lori Fresina at 
M+R Strategic Services

lfresina@mrss.com

®

mailto:lfresina@mrss.com�
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